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About eSchool News Guides
We are excited to bring you the very first in a series of eSchool News Guides, which are

full of resources, tips, trends, and insight from industry experts on a variety of topics that are
essential to the classroom, school, and district.

This first guide, the eSchool News K-12 Robotics Guide, offers expert insight on why
robotics is quickly becoming a cornerstone of classroom instruction. In the guide, we take a look
at resources to make robotics instruction a bit more manageable. Plus, we’re giving you robotics
grants and funding tips, showing you how real teachers incorporate robotics into their class-
rooms, and linking you to robotics learning apps.

Have you dreamed of building a robotics education program in your school or district? In
the  eSchool News K-12 Robotics Guide, we feature a story outlining how one educator did
just that. Do you want to introduce your students to robotics, but find yourself cash-strapped without available funding to
finance that goal? We’ve compiled a list of robotics grants to help.

We also highlight examples of how real educators are teaching robotics in their classrooms, and we’ve included a story
exploring the reasons why robotics education will give students skills they’ll use throughout their lives.

You can find a complete list of robotics education partners and companies in the guide. Many of those companies offer free
teaching resources to accompany their robotics kits, and they have teams dedicated to helping educators incorporate robotics
into their instruction.

We’ll release a new guide at the beginning of each month, and we’ll feature content focused around each guide’s topic
throughout the month. Stay tuned for eSchool News K-12 Guides on STEM learning and makerspaces, physical and network
safety, digital and mobile learning, online/blended learning, and more. Each guide also offers a comprehensive index of all the
companies involved in that month’s specific focus area.

We hope you’ll share this eSchool News K-12 Robotics Guide with your colleagues and use it to learn a bit more about
how every educator can fit robotics into their teaching.
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Marketplace Update

BY DENNIS PIERCE
Robots are hugely popular with kids.

Want proof? Four of the 20 best-selling
toys on Amazon during the 2018 holiday
season were robots, robotics kits, or other
electronic circuitry kits. So it’s not sur-
prising that K-12 educators would turn to
robotics as a way to get students excited
about science, technology, engineering,
arts, and math (STEAM) education.
Worldwide, schools spent $146.5 mil-

lion on robotics products and curricula in
2018, and this figure is expected to grow
annually by 28 percent through 2023,
reaching $640.5 million by that time.
Some of the many companies that sell
robotics kits to schools include
RobotLAB, KinderLab, LEGO
Education, Pitsco Education, Sphero,
Ozobot, Modular Robotics, VEX
Robotics, and BirdBrain Technologies.
Reasons for this surge
Why is the K-12 robotics market

exploding? Educators are finding that
robotics is a great way to introduce
STEAM skills and concepts to students
of all ages.
For one thing, robotics helps bring

STEAM concepts to life through engag-
ing, hands-on learning opportunities.
Students enjoy being creative, and build-
ing and programming their own robot to
do simple tasks allows them to flex their
creative muscles. Along the way, students
are learning key concepts in math,
physics, coding, and engineering, and
they’re seeing how these principles apply
within real-world scenarios—so their
learning is more likely to stick.

Another reason for the surge in
robotics education is that robotics is a
rapidly growing industry. Integrating
robotics into the curriculum exposes
students to practical skills that could
lead to a promising career.
The research firm McKinsey & Co.

predicts that automation will have far-
reaching consequences on the global
workforce, with about 50 percent of cur-
rent work activities becoming automat-
ed by 2030. An article in Forbes says
robots soon will become increasingly
commonplace in homes, from robotic
companions for the elderly to robots
designed to feed, play with, and care for
pets when their owners are gone.
As robots replace a growing number

of workers, there will still be plenty of
career opportunities for those who
know how to design, develop, and pro-
gram them.
But even if students have no interest

in an engineering or coding career,
robotics teaches them essential skills
that are broadly applicable. Designing,
building, and programming robots helps
students learn logic, problem solving,
perseverance, computational thinking,
and a host of other skills that are invalu-
able regardless of what career path they
choose.
At the Dwight-Englewood School in

New Jersey, third through fifth graders
use EV3 and WeDo robotics kits from
LEGO Education in science classes, and
sixth graders complete a full robotics
unit in science using the EV3 kits.
“I want my students to dive deeply

into how things work,” says Technology

Director Trevor Shaw. “I think that’s
empowering for a lot of kids.
Technology becomes something that
they master and control rather than
something they are dominated by,
which is so often the case with kids and
technology. Our goal is for kids to learn
how to learn … and to doggedly figure
out the information they need to imag-
ine something into existence. That’s a
really powerful experience for a stu-
dent.”
Trends in robotics education
With tremendous growth in the mar-

ketplace, this is an exciting time for K-
12 robotics. Here are three important
developments in robotics education
over the last few years.

1. Robotics instruction is now
reaching early learners.
Research suggests that early expo-

sure to STEAM learning is a key factor
in whether students choose a STEAM-
based career later in life. What’s more,
young children are innately curious;
with their propensity to take things apart
and reassemble them to see how they
work, they make natural scientists and
engineers.
With these ideas in mind, several

companies have come out with age-
appropriate robotics kits that target stu-
dents in the very earliest years of their
education.
For instance, KinderLab Robotics’

KIBO is a screen-free robotics kit that
enables children ages 4-7 to design, 
create, decorate, and bring their own
robot to life. Edison is a programmable

Three key trends in robotics education
Spending on K-12 robotics is expected to more than quadruple in the next 
four years. Here’s why—along with key trends to watch.
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robot designed to teach coding and
computational thinking skills to kids as
young as four as well. And Eduscape’s
Photon is a robot whose five visual apps
allow even non-readers to start learning
to code at age five.
“Now more than ever, it’s critical

that we provide kids with an early on-
ramp to STEAM learning—even earlier
than we may have once thought—to
prepare the workforce of tomorrow,”

says Don Bossi, president of FIRST
(For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology).

2. Companies are trying to make
robotics as accessible as possible for
students—and teachers.
Two key barriers to integrating robot-

ics into the general curriculum are cost
and teacher capacity. Robotics manufac-
turers are taking several steps to reduce
these barriers wherever possible.
Edison is one of many companies that

offer supporting materials to teachers free
of charge, such as lesson plans and guides
that help teachers integrate the robots into
instruction. BirdBrain Technologies also
offers free tutorials for teachers, as well
as a loaner program through which teach-
ers can borrow classroom sets of the com-
pany’s Finch robot free of charge.
Putting actual robots in every stu-

dent’s hands can pricey. Introducing
students to robotics in a more easily
scalable manner, the CoderZ platform
gives students a cost-effective way to
learn about coding and robotics without
needing expensive equipment. Students
use a game-like interface to program
virtual robots as they aim to solve vari-
ous challenges.
Because the program is offered online,

students have access from any internet-

connected device either from home or at
school. And the threshold for introducing
it is minimal. A survey of teachers whose
students took part in the finals of last
year’s Cyber Robotics Coding
Competition organized by Intelitek, the
company behind CoderZ, showed that
more than 40 percent of teachers had no
formal coding or robotics training.

3. New programs aim to reach
underrepresented populations such
as girls and minorities.
According to the National Center for

Women and Information Technology,
young women make up 56 percent of
Advanced Placement test takers but only
19 percent of those who take the AP
Computer Science exam—and just 18
percent of undergraduate computer sci-
ence degrees are earned by women.
Many robotics companies are trying to

change this by engaging girls and other
underrepresented populations in robotics.
During the 2019 International

Society for Technology in Education
(ISTE) conference earlier this year,
Pitsco Education and SmartGurlz
announced the launch of Smart
Buddies, programmable robotic dolls
(both male and female) that are accom-
panied by a curriculum focusing on
increasing diversity awareness for third
through fifth graders.
Many companies are also paying

close attention to how their robotic
devices are perceived and are trying to
develop gender-neutral solutions. For
instance, BirdBrain’s original Finch
robot was designed to resemble a bird
so that it would engage both boys and
girls. Wired reports that Wonder
Workshop tested the design of its gen-
der-neutral robots, Dash and Cue, on
boys and girls to make sure the devices
appealed equally to both genders.
“It’s encouraging to see organiza-

tions take steps to reduce inequalities in
access to STEM education,” Bossi says.
Robotics isn’t going to spark a pas-

sion for learning STEAM-based con-
cepts in all students, Shaw concludes—
“but it definitely will for some.”

Editor’s note: During the month of
October, we’ll take a look at robotics
trends in K-12 education. As this piece
points out, the skills students develop
from learning robotics will follow them
throughout their lives. We’ve put together
a variety of content for you, including
robotics grants and funding opportunities,
teaching resources, a look at how educa-
tors incorporate robotics in classrooms,
and more. Check back each day for new
content–don’t miss it!

The former editor of eSchool News
and eCampus News, Dennis Pierce is
now a freelance writer who has been
covering education and technology for
more than 20 years. 



BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Much of today’s impactful teaching
focuses on the “why” behind the con-
cept being taught. When it comes to
STEM concepts such as robotics, edu-
cators and students alike may wonder
why they should learn robotics if they
don’t plan to pursue it in college or the
workforce. The answer? Robotics edu-
cation will help students for life.
Students are more engaged when

they understand how classroom con-
cepts apply in the real world. Learning
how robotics, science, engineering, and
other STEM concepts are used to solve
complex problems speaks to the “why”
behind robotics education.
The skills students learn through

robotics and other STEM activities are
commonly referred to as “employability
skills.” These skills, also called soft
skills or 21st-century skills, will follow
students throughout their lives whether
they pursue STEM careers or not.
When students tackle a group robot-

ics challenge, for example, they’re
building collaboration and teamwork
skills as they learn to work with one
another and listen to each team mem-
ber’s input. Communication skills are
emphasized, as is grit–the ability to per-
sist in meeting a challenge even if they
first experience setbacks or fail.
Here are some of the ways robotics

education can help students for life.
Learning to fail: Many teachers

focus on coaching students, instead of
giving them step-by-step instructions,
during robotics education. By coaching
and not telling them what buttons to
push or what sequence is correct, stu-
dents are challenged to take ownership
of their learning through design think-
ing. They grow to understand that it’s
okay not to arrive at the correct answer
the first time. They learn that failing is

part of the learning process.
Inquisitive nature: Tomorrow’s

inventors and scientists are today’s curi-
ous young children—as long as those
children are given ample chances to
explore and are guided by adults
equipped to support them. Fostering a
love of exploration and scientific
inquiry will help students no matter
what they pursue as adults.

Problem solving: Coding, robotics,
engineering, and much of STEM in gen-
eral focuses on solving problems–iden-
tifying the problem, testing solutions to
see if they work, and reworking the
solutions to try again if needed. This
process can be modified for even the
youngest of learners.

Grit: Call it sticking with it, not quit-
ting, perseverance – whatever terms you
use  – robotics helps students build it.
And in an increasingly competitive
global economy, today’s students will
need to develop grit to be successful
tomorrow.
A foundation that connects to every

industry: STEM education is a “founda-
tion to our economy” and “STEM con-
nects to every industry,” according to
Project Lead The Way, which brings
real-world and hands-on STEM learn-
ing into the classroom. Robotics educa-
tion requires communication, collabora-
tion, creative thinking, and reasoning–
these learned skills are transferable to
nearly every industry.
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Here’s why robotics education will help
students for life
Why are STEM concepts, including robotics education, critical for all students?
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BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Robotics isn’t yet commonplace in
K-12 classrooms, but it’s getting there.
It might seem daunting, but don’t let
that deter you from exploring what
promises to be an incredibly engaging
and rewarding teaching and learning
experience.
Introducing students to robotics and

other STEM concepts that go along
with it, such as coding and engineering,
gives them early exposure to STEM in
general. This early exposure, according
to research, is key to the future of the
workforce.
Aside from the cool factor K-12

robotics offers, students who learn to
program through robotics learn a num-
ber of skills they’ll take with them well
into adulthood, including creativity,
problem solving, and the ability to fail
without quitting. These skills stick
around even if students don’t pursue
STEM-related study paths or careers
later in their lives.
Following are some tips and

resources to help you start teaching
robotics.
1. Most seasoned robotics educators

will tell you that it’s important to find a
community to share ideas and solicit
feedback. Look for professional learn-
ing networks and communities that can
help, and also seek out online communi-
ties with other educators who teach the
same topics. This can be especially
helpful if you don’t have any, or only
have a few, robotics education resources
in your school or district. Many compa-
nies that offer coding and robotics solu-
tions also offer free curriculum to help
you get started. You can also search rel-
evant hashtags (like #roboticsedu) or
follow robotics education accounts on
social media for inspiration.
2. Start small. This may seem like a

no-brainer, but it’s easy to get caught up

in the oohs and ahhs of robotics and for-
get that you have to start with manage-
able content. Once students master the
basics, they’ll be well-equipped to han-
dle more complex tasks. For instance,
having students complete missions and
code robots to move along a specified
path or course helps them create skills
they’ll build on as they advance. These
activities are not limited to STEM-
focused classrooms, either. You can
align a robotics activity with a concept
from a novel, for instance.
3. Don’t give up if your school or

district doesn’t have the budget for
robotics kits. Many premade robotics
kits are priced low, are targeted to dif-
ferent grade levels, and are easy for stu-
dents to use right out of the box.
However, most districts do have limited
funds. Try DonorsChoose.org, write
grants, and don’t hesitate to ask your
administrators if there’s any way to find
or raise money for the kits. If your
school has a STEM team, consider
sending home letters or emails asking
for donated items or volunteer time
from parents or community members
who may have robotics knowledge.
4. Get students engaged by showing

them how robotics isn’t a science fiction
story, but something relevant to them
in reality. Have students think about a
problem they face regularly, or have
them come up with a chore they don’t
like to do. Can a robot help? How might
students design a robot to complete that
chore? For instance, if a student doesn’t
like to make his or her bed, how might
they program a robot to do it? What
motions and capabilities would that
robot need? Maybe a student gets the
mail each day, but hates doing so when
it’s raining. How would he or she design
a robot to travel to the mailbox, remove
the mail and store it to keep it dry, and
return to the house?
5. Be ready to give up a little con-

trol–by now, that should be second
nature. We know students will take a fun,
engaging idea and run with it. It’s likely
they’ll come up with unique and relevant
ways to use robotics in your classroom.
Check out some of these examples from
We Are Teachers–one teacher has her
students code a robot to navigate a maze,
and students must answer relevant ques-
tions along the way. Another hosted a
robotics party to get girls interested in
coding and robotics.

5 things to help you start teaching 
K-12 robotics
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BY DENNIS PIERCE
K-12 teachers and administrators

have been listening to policy makers
and industry leaders warn of the need
for computer science instruction, such
as a coding or robotics program, in U.S.
schools for years. And the evidence they
cite is compelling. For instance…
Global management consulting firm

McKinsey & Co. estimates there will be
50 million new technology jobs created
by 2030 as automation transforms the
workforce. While artificial intelligence
and robotics will change or eliminate
many jobs, McKinsey says, these
advancements will also create many
new high-paying opportunities for com-
puter scientists, engineers, and IT
administrators.
According to Code.org, there are near-

ly 500,000 open computing jobs in the
United States right now, and yet the
nation is not producing enough computer
science graduates to fill them. Last year,
fewer than 50,000 computer science
majors graduated into the workforce.
Although 58 percent of all new jobs

in STEM-related fields are in comput-
ing, only 8 percent of the STEM
degrees earned in the United States are
in computer science, Code.org says.
Learning about coding and robotics

can give students of all ages an effective
on-ramp to computer science explo-
ration. As educators Lynne Schrum and
Sandi Sumerfield wrote for ISTE last
year: “Robotics and coding provide
hands-on and creative opportunities for
learners to invent, solve problems, and
create — perhaps the most appropriate
implementation of STEM.” When
taught well, these subjects can be fun
and engaging for students.
Yet, introducing coding and robotics

into the K-12 curriculum can be very
challenging. Few K-12 instructors have
much specialized knowledge in these
topics, especially at the elementary and
middle school level — and tight budgets
are often an impediment as well.
Fortunately, a number of companies

have recognized these challenges and
have created resources aimed at solving
them. As teachers and administrators
look for simple ways to introduce cod-
ing and robotics into the curriculum,
here are three key elements to consider
that will make the process easier for
everyone involved.
Is the coding or robotics
program widely accessible
for students?
To engage as many students as possi-

ble, a coding or robotics program
should have multiple entry points that
target various skill levels. Students
should be able to learn and complete
activities regardless of their experience
or ability.
For instance, a coding program

should include both a visual interface
and a text editor, removing the intimida-
tion factor for novice students by allow-
ing them to drag and drop blocks of
code into place. As beginners progress
in their knowledge, they would be able
to switch to a text editor to write the
code behind these blocks — and stu-
dents who have some prior exposure to
coding would be able to jump into the
programming at this more advanced
level as well.
What’s more, the content should

appeal to a wide range of students —
not just boys or those who might be nat-
urally drawn to math and technology,
but also girls, students who are more

creatively inclined, and those who don’t
expect to pursue a STEM career.
Research suggests that computer sci-
ence instruction is more broadly appeal-
ing if it’s grounded in authentic projects
and applications that demonstrate a
real-world impact.
“If you teach computing that is just

focused on programming, you will
attract some students, but to generate a
diverse group, it is important to empha-
size how computing makes a difference
in society,” researcher Linda Sax from
the University of California, Los
Angeles, told the Financial Times.
Is it accessible for teachers
as well?
As researcher James A. Ejiwale from

Jackson State University notes, a critical
barrier standing in the way of successful
STEM instruction is teacher capacity.
That’s especially true when it comes to
introducing coding or robotics, which are
subjects that few K-12 teachers have
much direct experience with.
Choosing a coding or robotics pro-

gram that is easy for teachers to imple-
ment and doesn’t have a steep learning
curve can help schools overcome this
barrier. Introductory professional devel-
opment to help non-STEM teachers
become familiar with the world of cod-
ing and robotics will broaden the
appetite for teachers to introduce the
topic. In addition, a program that
includes an online, self-paced curricu-
lum for students would not require any
specialized knowledge on the part of
instructors.
But even then, teachers are likely to

have questions at some point in the
process. To help ensure a smooth imple-
mentation, an effective coding or robotics

3 key parts of a K-12 coding
or robotics program
Implementing a coding or robotics program can be 
challenging — here are key elements that can make
the process easier
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program should include plenty of teacher
support at no additional cost, such as
videos, webinars, and teacher guides.
Is it easily scalable?
Many schools have established after-

school coding or robotics clubs that give
students an opportunity to develop these
skills within informal learning environ-
ments. Others offer coding or robotics
instruction only to a select group of stu-
dents, such as through a gifted educa-
tion program.

While these programs are certainly
valuable, they aren’t reaching enough
students to broaden the STEM communi-
ty — and they aren’t reaching every stu-
dent in an equitable manner. What if stu-
dents would like to take part in these
activities, but they can’t, because they
play a sport … or they work … or they
don’t have a ride home after school?
What about the students who aren’t part
of a gifted education program? What
about those who have no idea what engi-
neering or coding is, or that these are
viable career paths that might interest
them? K-12 educators and administrators

should look for coding and robotics
resources that can be scaled easily across
an entire school or district, so that all stu-
dents have a chance to participate.
One of the challenges to scalability is

the capacity of teachers to lead this
instruction, but choosing a program that
is easy to implement addresses this
challenge. Another common barrier is
cost; if a program and its components
are too expensive, then it’s hard to get
these tools into the hands of all students.
Selecting a program that doesn’t require

a lot of costly equipment can help
schools bring coding or robotics to more
students, thereby creating more equi-
table opportunities for everyone.
For example, CoderZ is a platform

that gives students a cost-effective way
to learn about robotics without needing
expensive equipment. Students use a
game-like interface to program virtual
robots as they aim to solve various chal-
lenges.
Because both of these programs are

offered online, students have access
from any internet-connected device
either from home or at school. And the

threshold for introducing these pro-
grams is minimal. A survey of teachers
whose students took part in the finals of
this year’s Cyber Robotics Coding
Competition organized by Intelitek, the
company behind CoderZ, showed that
more than 40 percent of the teachers had
no formal computer science or STEM
education training.
Although introducing coding or

robotics into the K-12 curriculum can
be difficult, school and district leaders
can improve their chances of success by

looking for programs that are broadly
accessible to both students and teachers,
as well as tools and resources that are
easily scalable. Giving all students the
ability to learn about these topics can
engage them in STEM education and
possibly spark an interest in computer
science — opening doors to a highly
successful, in-demand career.

The former editor of eSchool News
and eCampus News, Dennis Pierce is
now a freelance writer who has been
covering education and technology for
more than 20 years. 
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BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Robotics education is gaining
STEAM (pun intended) in classrooms
across the nation, and for good reason–
it’s engaging, hands-on, and students
learn real-world concepts as they solve
challenges.
And as K-12 robotics education

grows, so do resources for teachers to
strengthen their own robotics skills and
transfer that knowledge to students.
If your K-12 robotics program is in

its early stages, you may feel you don’t
have enough resources to support the
program as it progresses. If that’s the
case, or if you’re simply looking for
some new K-12 robotics resources,
explore the following list to find some-
thing new to use in your classroom.

[Editor’s note: Many of these
resources come from companies selling
robots. We have not tested these robots,
but the sites offer teaching tools, many of
which are created by teachers, to help
integrate robotics into your instruction.]
1. Seek out robotics professionals in

your school community. Spread the
word that you’re seeking to boost your
K-12 robotics education and you want
to bring in professionals with real-
world robotics experiences. These pro-
fessionals can help students connect
what they learn in the classroom with
what they can do in the real world.
2. The Arduino Project Hub features

robotics teaching resources and project
tutorials covering challenges such as a
printing robot, a robotic arm, a robot
controlled with a PlayStation controller,
and a robot controlled by hand gestures.
3. Wonder Workshop, maker of Dot

and Dash, offers robotics and coding
curriculum for teachers, including les-
son plans and individual activities. The

standards-based curricular resources
spark creativity and self-confidence
while helping students develop lifelong
skills and competencies.
4. If you’re using LEGO Mindstorms,

browse these lessons, which range from
beginning to advanced, for fun and
engaging ideas for robotics lessons such
as a breakdancing figure, a sorting
machine, and a speed control system.

5. The mission of FIRST is to
inspire young people to be science and
technology leaders and innovators, by
engaging them in exciting mentor-
based programs that build science,
engineering, and technology skills, that
inspire innovation, and that foster well-
rounded life capabilities including self-
confidence, communication, and lead-
ership. Engage kids in kindergarten
through high school in exciting, men-
tor-based, research and robotics pro-
grams that help them become science
and technology leaders, as well as

well-rounded contributors to society.
6. Carnegie Mellon University’s

Robotics Academy develops tools to
make it easier for teachers to implement
robotics curriculum into today’s class-
rooms. The research-based curriculum
aligns with standards and focuses on
developing 21st-century skill sets in
students. The Robotics Academy 
creates easy-to-use Robotics Education

Curriculum that allows students to go
from having no robotics experience to
programming advanced behaviors.
7. Got robots or physical computing

kits? Use them with activities from
Code.org and make a tangible Hour of
Code for students of any age. Some
activities even offer a simulator so you
can get started without any hardware.
8. Khan Academy, which provides

free lessons to anyone interested in
learning, offers LEGO robotics educa-
tion lessons including programming
basics, a light guitar, and an ant bot.

8 resources for robotics education
As robotics education gains popularity, there are more and more resources 
to help educators integrate robotics into the classroom
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BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Coding and robotics go hand-in-hand,
and they’re becoming a more integral
part of classrooms across the country.
Aside from the excitement students

muster when they see a robotics kit
morph into a controllable arm or a tiny
programmable vehicle, coding and
robotics offer a little bit more than a fun
classroom experience.
When students participate in coding

and robotics activities, they’re learning
employability skills such as teamwork
and collaboration, problem solving, the
ability to fail and persevere, and more.
Different schools teach coding and

robotics in different ways, depending on
the availability of funding, knowledge-
able teachers or classroom volunteers,
and time.
Here’s a look at how five schools and

districts are teaching coding and robotics.
Use these examples as inspiration to inte-
grate coding and robotics into your own
classroom, or share them with colleagues
to demonstrate how easy it is to start
incorporating robotics in the classroom.
1. At The Village School in Houston,

TX, instructional technology specialist
Ruth O’Brien and middle school
teacher Marc Abrate help students
develop skills that help not only in cod-
ing, but in areas such as problem solv-
ing, critical thinking, and collaboration.
Coding has been a required part of

the middle school and elementary
school curriculum since 2014. Teachers
attend coding workshops and receive
training at school. Students in fourth
grade are trained to use devices to code,
and they also have to train their peers
and students in other grades.
The school uses resources and apps

such as Unplugged.org, Kodable,

Tynker, codeSpark, and Scratch Jr.
Students use devices such as Ozobots,
SAMLabs, Makey Makey, Code-a-
Pillar, and Dash & Dot. In middle
school, students use Scratch Studio and
Code.org’s Code Studio for creative
applications such as making games,
drawing animations, and controlling
drones, O’Brien and Abrate say.
The school offers several LEGO

robotics classes, and teachers introduce
students to programming for the web,
teaching them HTML, CSS, and
Javascript in seventh and eighth grade.
2. Engineering and robotics challenges

are a fun and engaging way to involve stu-
dents in STEAM learning, says Leah
LaCrosse, an eighth-grade science teacher
in the Huron (OH) City School District.
“I love engaging my students in

STEAM through engineering chal-
lenges. The challenges always connect
to my state standards, and they require
students to take content and build solu-
tions for problems,” she says.
“My Sphero Pollution Pick Up

Challenge is probably one of my
favorite engineering challenges. In it I
ask students to design a method for
cleaning water-based litter with Sphero

as the engine moving the system. It is so
much fun! Students use so many criti-
cal-thinking skills and have a blast.”
LaCrosse’s Sphero Pollution Pick Up

Challenge book supports teachers inter-
ested in using Sphero robots to explore
literature, science, coding, engineering,
and more. It includes lesson plans, mate-
rials, assessment, and examples to help
jump-start ideas for a fun unit of study.
3. This collection of real-life class-

room examples from We Are Teachers
highlights two common elements all suc-
cessful robotics lessons need: curiosity
and creativity. Lessons range from animal
habitats and parades to sports competi-
tions and musical jam sessions.
For instance, an Oregon-based tech

literacy teacher tasks students with
using Wonder Workshop’s Dash and
Dot robots to solve math problems and
code various challenges.
In Arizona, Allison Davis, who is a

2018 Arizona Teacher of the Year
Ambassador for Excellence, uses Wonder
Workshop’s robots across the entire 
curriculum. Science experiments, 
number challenges, reading – you name
it, students use Dash to navigate the
assignment.

5 real examples of coding and robotics
in the classroom
It isn’t as hard as you might think to bring coding and robotics into your 
instruction—learn how educators just like you are doing it with success
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4. Robotics and coding play a big
part in Mableton Elementary School‘s
transition from STEM to STEAM. A big
part of the new spark in the STEAM
program has come from introducing
coding and programming, says Alana
Davis, the school’s innovation special-
ist. Davis works with teachers to help
them feel comfortable with coding and
robotics technology.
For instance, teachers use Sphero

robots, which are app-enabled program-
mable robots that allow students to learn
basic coding language using commands
such as drive and draw. In addition, stu-
dents can run programs using block cod-
ing and HTML text. All of this learning
happens through the Sphero Edu app,
which lets students and teachers connect,
code, and learn from others around the
world. This robot has allowed teachers to
integrate technology into content stan-
dards for other subjects and has increased
student engagement and student interest
in coding and programming.
To assist this process, Davis created an

anchor chart for the classroom wall.
Students can refer to it while they’re
learning how to create block coding pro-
grams, which tell the robot what to do.
Imagine a classroom of 8- and 9-year-
olds, huddled on the floor with a diagram
of the water cycle, figuring out, with cod-
ing commands, how to get a paint-dipped
robot to follow the path of that diagram.
When they succeed, the robot makes col-
orful trails along the floor.
5. When robotics teacher Mike

Causey had the chance to build a K-5
robotics class “from the lab up,” he
knew he’d struck paydirt. Katherine
Johnson Technology Magnet Academy
in Texas just opened last year, and edu-
cators are committed to exposing stu-
dents in all grade levels to a variety of
STEM learning opportunities.
Causey designed the school’s robotics

course to be progressive, starting simply
in kindergarten and becoming more
advanced. This sets up students for con-
tinued success in middle and high school
robotics. Students in these early grades

use two products–LEGO’s STEAM Park
and KinderLab’s KIBO. Second and third
grades use WeDo 2.0, also from LEGO,
and third grade also uses the
robots4STEM suite from RoboKind.
Robots4STEM comprises a two-foot-tall
humanoid robot named Jett, a visual cod-
ing language, and a curriculum. In 4th
and 5th grade, students continue to work
with Jett, but they also get to start work-
ing with LEGO EV3s, which uses the
Scratch-like, block-oriented program-
ming language.
“No matter what the project, the

excitement the kids show when they
have the opportunity to create some-
thing and get a robot to move just the
way they planned is amazing,” Causey
writes. “We had a little girl start clap-
ping because her robot was moving for
the first time, and it was just over-
whelming to watch. Providing kids
opportunities to be successful and to
believe in their own potential—it’s what
makes teaching the best job in the
world.”
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BY MIKE CAUSEY
As a former computer engineer with a

background in applied math, I’m a firm
proponent of STEM education. As a
math teacher with 14 years of experience
facilitating robotics clubs for students,
I’m also an ardent supporter of program-
ming and robotics as a vehicle for STEM
ed, so when I had the opportunity to
build a K–5 robotics program from the
lab up, I leapt at the opportunity.
Our school is a brand-new Title 1

campus. We’re in our first year and just
opened in August, so we’re still tweak-
ing and learning as we go, but we’ve
developed a solid foundation for intro-
ducing students—even those who are
very young—to a range of STEM and
other concepts in an environment that
feels more like fun than work. Here’s
how we did it.
Kindergarten & 1st grade
When I was designing the robotics

program, I wanted to make sure we
were building a bridge from kinder-
garten all the way to 5th grade and
beyond, so our program is designed to
be progressive throughout the six years
students are with us and to set them up
for more advanced robotics in middle

and high school, should they choose to
pursue it.
For kindergartners and first graders,

we use two products: LEGO’s STEAM
Park and KinderLab’s KIBO.
STEAM Park uses Duplo LEGO

bricks and gears, pulleys, and other sim-
ple machines to help very young chil-
dren begin to understand concepts like
leverage, chain reactions, motion, meas-
urement, and even buoyancy, which
isn’t usually introduced until 2nd grade.
The KIBO kit allows students to

build robots using a series of sensors
and then program them by arranging a
series of scannable blocks. The sensors
are critical for them to understand going
forward, of course, and the block coding
helps them become more comfortable
with the basic ideas of coding, such as
creating sequences and other design
concepts.
2nd and 3rd grade
In 2nd and 3rd grade, we use WeDo

2.0, also from LEGO. WeDo offers a
motor, some basic sensors, and pro-
gramming software that helps students
understand basic functionality and how
all these things work together.
Our 3rd-graders work with the

Robots4STEM suite from RoboKind.
Robots4STEM comprises a two-foot-
tall humanoid robot named Jett, a visual
coding language, and a curriculum.
Students can program a digital avatar as
they learn programming, then switch
over to run the actual robot with the
code they have written.
When students are working with the

Robots4STEM program, I talk a lot
about abstraction, and I think that’s at
the heart of the value that robotics pro-
vides students. Abstraction is the ability
to make things based on your ideas, to
extend your knowledge about your
environment, and work with what’s
there to be creative and successful in
solving a problem.
We also try to encourage students to

use other things in the environment
around them to solve their robotics chal-
lenges. Recently, we were working on a
flow-charting exercise. The instructions
included cutting pieces of paper with
scissors but, being a 1:1 campus, my
students and I decided to use the tools
available to us and they completed the
exercise in Keynote, so now, in addition
to everything they’re learning from the
robotics curriculum, they’re also learn-
ing to use Apple presentation software.

How this school designed a robotics 
program from the ground up
An innovative math teacher lays out his multi-year approach to teaching 
STEM with a brand-new robotics program
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This is part of our effort to become an
Apple Distinguished campus.
4th and 5th grade
In 4th and 5th grade, students contin-

ue to work with Jett, but they also get to
start working with LEGO EV3s, which
uses the Scratch-like, block-oriented
programming language.
I love marrying the two products,

robots4STEM and EV3. Students build
their confidence and understanding of
coding with the robots4STEM tools, and
then we take that learning and finally they
get to go ahead and start building robots
and trying to make them work.
Students can use EV3s all the way

through high school if they choose to
stick with robotics, and they can incor-
porate other programming languages,
like Python, as they progress. I’ve been
reaching out to the middle school and

the high school to make sure we have
some continuum in the flow and growth
of the students that we send up there.
Creating a flow from grade to
grade
A recent example from class helps to

shed a little light on how the structured
flow of the program throughout the
grades is so helpful. Robotics forces
students to think in a structured format
or their robot won’t work. The other
day, some 2nd-graders were trying to
get a robot to walk, but the robots never
stood up. Then, when the students told it
to walk, it never went anywhere
because it hadn’t been told to stand up
first. This offered every one of those
students a practical lesson in why it’s
important to think in an organized,
structured manner when you’re trying
to accomplish something, whether it be

getting a robot to walk, conducting a
science experiment, solving a math
problem, or writing an essay.
No matter what the project, the

excitement the kids show when they
have the opportunity to create some-
thing and get a robot to move just the
way they planned is amazing. We had a
little girl start clapping because her
robot was moving for the first time, and
it was just overwhelming to watch.
Providing kids opportunities to be suc-
cessful and to believe in their own
potential—it’s what makes teaching the
best job in the world.

Mike Causey is the robotics teacher
at Katherine Johnson Technology
Magnet Academy in DeSoto, Texas. 
He can be reached at mcausey@
desotoisd.org.

BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Introducing a robot into the classroom
is a surefire way to grab students’ atten-
tion–but robots do more than excite.
When educators use programmable
robots for K-12 learning, they’re helping
students develop important skills such as
critical thinking and teamwork.
Robots are accessible for students of

all ages–even younger students who
don’t yet have strong coding and pro-
gramming skills. Research says students
are more likely to maintain their interest
in coding if they’re exposed to it at an
early age. One engaging solution:
robots for K-12 classes.
Related content: 3 ways to
tell stories with robots
Maybe you know that robots are a

fantastic way to teach students pro-
gramming skills while making sure
they’re engaged. Or maybe bringing
coding to your classroom was one of
your New Year’s resolutions.
Whatever your reason, you’re here

and you’re checking out these program-
mable robots for K-12. This list can get
you started as you explore different kits
and decide which robot is the right fit
for your students and classroom.
6 fun robots for K-12
1. Ozobot features robots Evo and Bit.

Bit gets kids coding and loving robots
with the stroke of a marker. Once stu-
dents learn to code Bit with color codes,
they advance to OzoBlockly, the pro-
gramming language. Evo, for slightly
more advanced students, can be coded
with color codes or with OzoBlockly.
2. Wonder Workshop‘s Dash, Dot,

and Cue are aligned to different skill
levels. Coding ranges from block-
based, state-machine, or text-based. The
site also features comprehensive curric-
ular resources with lesson plans aligned
to various standards.
3. Edison is a programmable robot

designed to be a complete STEM teach-
ing resource for coding and robotics edu-
cation for students ages 4-16. Edison’s
robotics capabilities can be unlocked with

ease through simple barcode programs.
Students can then progress their robotics,
coding and STEM education journeys
using Edison with three progressive pro-
gramming languages.
4. Sphero SPRK+ is equipped with

Bluetooth SMART, programmable sen-
sors like motor encoders, LED lights,
accelerometer, and a gyroscope–all
these components allow for countless
experiences and coding conditions. The
Sphero Edu app empowers anyone to
program their robot. Drag and drop
actions, controls, operators, and more to
give your bot the orders.
5. littleBits features STEAM-focused

activities for educators and students, and
there are a number of programmable
robots and machines on the site, includ-
ing a programmable droid that’s sure to
be a hit with Star Wars fans.
6. Makeblock has a variety of pro-

grammable vehicles and robots for K-
12, but the most entry-level one is
Codey Rocky, which combines hard-
ware with software and lets children
learn about programming as they play.

6 cool programmable robots for K-12



https://www.sphero.com/education
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BY PATTY COOKE
Rural schools in the United States

face challenges many of their suburban
counterparts couldn’t fathom. For
example, access to challenging and
engaging STEM courses such as robot-
ics and coding is not as prevalent in
rural schools as it is in larger districts.
But one district is aiming to make it eas-
ier for students to access robotics in
rural schools.
“Out of the Loop,” a 2018 report

from The National School Boards
Association Center for Public
Education, notes that “rural students
have significantly less access to STEM-
focused AP courses” and that gaps such
as this “may indicate that rural students
have limited access to academically rig-
orous programs.”
One rural district in North Dakota is

fighting this statistic with a K-12
STEAM program that prepares students
for the future by teaching 21st-century
skills necessary in today’s–and tomor-
row’s–workforce.
Alexander, North Dakota, epito-

mizes small-town America. A 2017 esti-
mate puts the population at 308, and the
Alexander Public School serves around
260 K-12 students. Seeing a need to
instill future workforce skills in their
students, the district implemented their
K-12 STEAM program, which includes
coding and robotics, about five years
ago. Superintendent Leslie Bieber
attended a conference and had the
opportunity to learn to program robots.
When she returned, she worked with
former robotics team coach Alexandria
Brummond, who at the time was the
school’s second-grade teacher. “The
program developed over the years,”
says Bieber, eventually including a
TETRIX class, which then became a
FIRST Tech Challenge class and team.
“STEAM and robotics are the future

of our world,” said Bieber. “We are

preparing our students for jobs that we
don’t even know will exist in the near
future.”
TETRIX: Tools for the trade
An integral part of the district’s

STEAM program is the FIRST Tech
Challenge class (formerly a TETRIX
class) for sophomores through seniors.
“When the class was created, we want-

ed to give students an opportunity to
pursue another CTE credit through a
21st-century skill-based, hands-on pro-
gram that incorporates the FIRST phi-
losophy,” says Brummond, who is now
the school’s pre-K-12 STEM and robot-
ics teacher. Students in the class use
TETRIX robotics sets and form a team
to compete in the FIRST Tech
Challenge each year. The class currently
has six students, all of whom are on the
team.
What the district lacks in number of

students, they more than make up for in
enthusiasm, especially when it comes to

competing against larger districts in
robotics competitions. In their four
years of competing, the Alexander
Comets have received Rookie Team of
the Year, Second-Place Alliance,
Fourth-Place Alliance, and Design
awards. Additionally, they have shared
their robot design with the governor of
North Dakota as well as with state leg-
islators and area teachers, students, and

community and business members.
“We have wonderful community

support,” says Bieber. “Two years ago,
we started an annual showcase of our
technology programs and invited our
stakeholders and businesses to the
event. We have also gone to the state
capital for the last three years with all
grade levels to showcase our robotics
programs to our state government.”
PRIME (and MAX) lessons
In addition to the TETRIX FIRST

Tech Challenge Competition Set,
Alexander’s high school students also

We need to put robotics in rural schools
Learn how this district decided to get competitive and put robotics in rural 
schools to help students be successful
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work with TETRIX PRIME, which
Brummond says they went with
“because of the ease of use.” PRIME
sets come with everything needed for
students to hit the ground running and
are designed to enable students to
assemble and disassemble robots quick-
ly within a class period.
After students master PRIME, learn-

ing to build and code with TETRIX
MAX comes easily. After that, they

begin building the skills they need to
become a strong FIRST team.
Taking robotics in rural
schools and bridging to the
real world
Learning robotics and coding has

given Alexander students critical-think-
ing and problem-solving, communica-
tion and collaboration, and creativity
skills they can use in the real world.
“When a part on the robot doesn’t

work, being able to quickly work together
to brainstorm, design, build, and test a

new part is all part of the critical thinking
and collaboration that is done in the
[FIRST] program,” says Brummond.
It’s also a big part of how things are

done in today’s workforce. Employers
look for workers who can quickly jump
into any given situation and help solve a
problem, which is exactly what robotics
teaches. A well-designed robotics and
coding continuum such as the one in
Alexander doesn’t just put robotics in

rural schools–it connects students to
real-world applications through hands-
on activities and challenges, immersing
them in a variety of STEM subjects.
When students measure, choose gear
and motor sizes, connect wires, write
code, and work with others to trou-
bleshoot and solve issues, they see their
classroom lessons on fractions and
ratios, electricity, engineering design,
and even spelling and language arts
used in practical applications.
Bieber is already seeing this connec-

tion. “A few of my elementary teachers

have begun to integrate coding into
other subjects,” she says. “The entire
concept of STEAM education is now
cross-curricular.”
The future looks bright
As we prepare students for a labor

market where the skills required are not
well-defined and a world where tech-
nology advances at a pace faster than
anyone can keep up with, we must

ensure that the knowledge children
develop in school is flexible.
Alexander’s K-12 STEAM program

is doing just that, creating lifelong
learners ready to tackle whatever chal-
lenge comes their way. “Our program
continues to grow,” says Bieber. A sure
sign that where there’s a will to prepare
students for jobs of the future – even in
rural school districts – there’s a way.

Patty Cooke is a communications
assistant with Pitsco Education.
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BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

Robotics kits and resources can be
expensive, and schools don’t always
have money in their already-tight budg-
ets to accommodate robotics tools. But
you don’t have to say goodbye to plans
for robotics education in your school.
Luckily, as interest in robotics edu-

cation grows, so, too, do the funding
opportunities for students and educa-
tors. We’ve gathered grants, scholar-
ships, and internship opportunities to
help educators increase their access to
robotics education.
Bookmark the following grants to

have a list of active funding opportuni-
ties throughout the year. Some have
deadlines and some accept applications

on a rolling basis, and some of those
deadlines may have already passed for
the year, but you can mark your calen-
dars for next year’s deadline.
7 robotics education grants
1. Samsung Solve for Tomorrow:

This nationwide contest is designed to
boost interest and proficiency in
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math (STEM), and challenges public
school teachers and students in grades
6-12 to show how STEM can be applied
to help improve their local community.
Samsung employees are volunteering to
advise on projects and offer their
expertise to all 100 state winners.

Mentors are committed to offering
informative webinars, Q&A sessions,
one-on-one Skype conversations and
more.
2. Amazon Future Engineer is a

comprehensive childhood-to-career
program to inspire, educate, and train
children and young adults from under-
served and low-income communities to
pursue careers in computer science. The
site points users to scholarship and
internship opportunities.
3. DonorsChoose.org and AdoptA

Classroom.org are great opportunities
for educators to connect with donors for
smaller needs–say, for instance, a single
robotics kit or a handful of starter
resources. You can also try Digital Wish
and Class Wish.

4. The Motorola Solutions
Foundation supports many programs,
including programs that advance sci-
ence, technology, engineering and math
education, preparing the next generation
of innovators.
5. ITEST provides direct student

learning opportunities in pre-kinder-
garten through high school. The learn-
ing opportunities are based on innova-
tive use of technology to strengthen
knowledge and interest in science, tech-
nology, engineering, and mathematics
and information and communication
technology careers. To achieve this pur-
pose, ITEST supports projects that
engage students in technology-rich

experiences that: (1) increase awareness
and interest of STEM and ICT occupa-
tions; (2) motivate students to pursue
appropriate education pathways to those
occupations; and (3) develop STEM-
specific disciplinary content knowledge
and practices that promote critical
thinking, reasoning, and communica-
tion skills needed for entering the
STEM and ICT workforce of the future.
6. Pitsco Education offers a $350

grant each month to assist with making
hands-on learning possible. This grant
is awarded in the form of a gift certifi-
cate that may be used to purchase

hands-on STEM products, curriculum,
and more on the Pitsco website.
7. When writing a grant, educators

sometimes have to provide details on
what they plan to do with it or why they
need the grant. LEGO Education
offers guidance and samples for writing
grants for LEGO-specific purposes–and
this includes robotics with LEGOs.
8. NEA Foundation STEM grants

provide the resources for districts to
build and expand their STEM programs
and the professional learning for educa-
tors to lead them well. The shared goal:
giving more students access to the high-
quality STEM learning they’ll need to
succeed.

8 grants to fund your
robotics education dreams
It isn’t always inexpensive, and school funds are 
limited—but grants can support educators’ robotics
education plans
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BY LAURA ASCIONE
Managing Editor, Content Services

K-12 robotics is having more than a
moment–it’s on its way to establishing
itself as a necessary component of a
21st-century education.
While it can seem overwhelming, it’s

not as hard to incorporate K-12 robotics
into your classroom. Apps offer an

excellent way to gently move into
robotics learning without feeling as if
you’re in over your head.
We’ve gathered a handful of K-12

robotics apps you can explore and use in
your classroom. Test them out, and let
us know if you have a favorite app you
use in your classroom.

CoderZ: CoderZ is an online educa-
tional environment that improves 
student’s 21st century skills, while they

are having fun programming their own
virtual cyber robot. Since coding can be
gamified, kids at early age can start
learning how to code using visual cod-
ing interfaces. Programming a virtual
Lego robot, with inputs (sensors) and
outputs (motors) can give all students
the opportunity to get into coding with-
out having any prior knowledge in pro-

gramming or robotics.
Robot School: Learn to Code is a

programming game suitable for chil-
dren aged 7 and above. R-obbie the
Robot crashed his spaceship in a far
away galaxy. R-obbie needs a lot of
energy to get back to his planet. Drag
and drop programming instructions to
help him reach the fuel he needs to
return home safely. Robot School offers
a child-friendly way to learn proce-

dures, loops, and conditional instruc-
tions, while making programming fun
and accessible, regardless of prior expe-
rience.

Sphero Edu: If you’re using Sphero
in your classroom, the Sphero Edu app
is a great extension of classroom learn-
ing. Sphero also offers its Play app,
which lets you drive and play games
from one app with your Sphero Mini,
SPRK +, Sphero 2.0, SPRK Edition and
BOLT robots.

Virtual Robotics Toolkit: This app
can import files created using a number
of free 3D modeling tools. Within min-
utes, users can easily import a model
into a physics enabled simulation.
Experiment with how various physical
forces act on a robot, change the friction
on the playing surface, or modify grav-
ity to see how a robot would behave in
a weightless environment.

Wonder Workshop: The free in-
app challenges give kids hundreds of
hours of STEM learning in fun and
engaging ways. Kids can give Dash,
Cue, and Dot voice commands and
explore loops, events, conditions, and
sequences. It’s more than learning to
code.

iCircuit: This app lets users design
and experiment with circuits and
Arduinos. The simulation engine can
handle both analog and digital circuits
and features real-time analysis.

Ozobot: Users can connect to Evo
through the app and control Evo’s
speed, sounds, and LED lights. Evo can
move from target to target and learn
new tricks based on new code.

Jimu Robots: Users can build, con-
trol, and program Jimu Robots with this
app. The app features a 3D video guide
on how to assemble the robot, along
with pre-programmed actions for each
robot to model.

Great K-12 robotics apps for users 
of all abilities
If you're looking for a way to add another engaging element to your robotics 
instruction, check out these K-12 robotics apps
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3.14 CO, Ltd.
41260 40, Yeonam Road
Buk-gu, Daegu 
Republic of Korea
82-70-5102-9367

3Doodler
705 Pleasant Street
Lee, MA 01238
(718) 618-9904

42 Electronics
13200 Strickland Road, 
Suite 114-143
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 229-9775

Adept MobileRobots
10 Columbia Dr
Amherst, NH 03031
(603) 881-7960

Afinia 3D
8150 Mallory Court
Chanhassen, MN 55317
(952) 556-1615

AIO Robotics
3641 Watt Way, HNB Room 10
Los Angeles, CA 90089

Argex Ltd.
316 High Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Artec Co., Ltd
3-2-21 Kitakamei-cho Yao 
Osaka 581-0066
Japan 
81-72-990-5505

Autodesk
One Market, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94105
(855) 664-8618

Birdbrain Technologies
544 Miltenberger St
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(888) 371-6161

Blue Communications
3641 Watt Way, HNB Room 10
Los Angeles, CA 90089
(626) 225-3441

BrainCo
120 Beacon St. Suite 300
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 945-2166

Camcor, Inc.
2273 South Church Street, 
PO Box 1899
Burlington, NC 27215
(800) 868-2462

Carbide 3D
3630 Skypark Drive
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 504-3637

CDI Technologies
500 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60611
(888) 226-5727

CEED Ltd | pi-top
Mill House, 8 Mill Street
London SE1 2BA UK

CellRobot
45 Chengfu Rd, Haidian District,
Room A204
Beijing, China 100190

Certify-Ed, LLC
5741 Shields Rd
Canfield, OH 44406
(404) 434-7244

Code for Teens
13867 W 57th Ter
Shawnee, KS 66216
(913) 980-5376

CodeREV Kids
1639 16th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(310) 450-4984

CoderZ
18 Tsienneto Road
Derry, NH 3038
(603) 413-2600

Copernicus Educational
Products 
8194 County Road 109 RR#3
Arthur, ON NOG 1AO
(519) 848-3664 

CUBROID, INC.
#1308, 202-dong, 
Chunui-Technopark II, 18
Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 
Korea

Dash Robotics
8000 Edgewater Drive, Suite 200
Oakland, CA 94621

Dexter Industries
2046 Coast Guard Drive
Stafford, VA 22554
(855) 784-5243

DFRobot
Room 615, Bldg. Y1, 
112 Liangxiu Rd
Pudong, Shanghai 201203
China
86-21-61620183

Double Robotics
828 Airport Blvd
Burlingame, CA 94010
(650) 713-2857

Edison
PO Box 8052
Grange, SA 5022
Australia
618-8166-7193

Empow Studios
1776 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 2420
(617) 395-7527

Exploring Robotics
PO Box 1407, 111 E 1st St
Phoenix, OR 97535
(760) 650-2687

Firia Labs
190 Lime Quarry Road
Madison, AL 35758
(256) 434-1888

FIRST (For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and
Technology)
200 Bedford Street
Manchester, NH 3101
(800) 871-8326
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Girls who Code
28 W 23rd Street, Floor 4
New York, NY 10009

HamiltonBuhl
80 Little Falls Road
Fairfield, NJ 07004
(800) 631-0868

i-Scream Media
225-20 Pangyoyeok-ro, Bundang-
gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
Seongnam-si 13494
Republic of Korea
82-2-3440-2408

Iconic CNC
1810 Dewar Place
London, ON N6G 0L4
Canada
(800) 288-2961

IQ-Key
1450 S. Rolling Road, Suite 2044
Baltimore, MD 21227
(443) 850-9809

iRobot
8 Crosby Dr
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 945-8751

Kai's Clan
Minneapolis, MN 
(612) 509 2250

KISS Institute for Practical
Robotics
1818 W Lindsey St, Bld D, Ste 100
Norman, OK 73069
(405) 579-4609

Landzo Electronic Technology
Co.,Ltd
7th Building 3rd R&D Area
Xuzhuang Software Park
Nanjing City, Nanjing 210000
China
86-0553-5841830

LEGO Education
501 Boylston Street Suite 4103
Boston, MA 02116
(800) 362-4308

LEJU(SHENZHEN)ROBOTICS
9B, C Block, Tongfang Information
Harbor, North Area, Hi-Tech Park,
Nanshan District, Shenzhen
City,P.R.C.GUANGDONG
Shenzhen,  518100
China
0755-21000548

littleBits Electronics, Inc.
601 W 26th St M274
New York, NY 10001
(917) 464-4577

Lumens Integration, Inc.
4116 Clipper Court
Fremont CA 94538
(510) 252-0200 

LUXROBO
1307 Luxrobo,13F,311 
Gangnam-daero
Seochu-gu, Seoul Korea
82-2-1544-8260

Makeblock Company, Ltd.
2961 W MacArthur Blvd., 
Suite 213
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(213) 784-9176

Maker Maven
800 Alma St,
Tomball, TX 77375
(877) MAKER75

MATATALAB CO.,LTD.
Floor 2 ,Building 5, Pingshan Minqi
Technology park, Xili Town, 
Nanshan District ,Shenzhen
Shenzhen 518000 China
86-755-26986703

Micro:bit Educational
Foundation
12 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1JP UK

Microduino
143 Triunfo Canyon Rd Suite 102
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(626) 362-1260

Mobile Edge
1150 N. Miller Street
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 399-1400

Modern Robotics
13335 SW 124th St, #115
Miami, FL 33186
(786) 393-6886

Modular Robotics
1860 38th Street
Boulder, CO 80301
(720) 275-6025

MyEduscape.com
28 West Grand Ave Ste 5
Montvale, NJ 07645
(800) 781-7976

KinderLab Robotics, Inc.
7 Sun Street, 
Waltham MA 02453
(781) 894-4022

KinderLab Robotics is the creator
of KIBO, a screen-free robot kit
based on 20 years of child 
development research, that lets
4-7 year-olds build, code, 
decorate, and run their own
robot. KIBO has proven efficacy
in helping kids learn STEAM—and
getting them excited about it!
Build. Art. Code. Play.

Kinderlabrobotics.com

Christina Nawn
Director of Marketing
christina@kinderlabrobotics.com
(978) 987-7878

Jeff Miller
Account Executive
jeff@kinderlabrobotics.com
(978) 289-0405

Mitch Rosenberg
CEO
mitch@kinderlabrobotics.com
(781) 894-4022

mailto:christina@kinderlabrobotics.com
mailto:jeff@kinderlabrobotics.com
mailto:mitch@kinderlabrobotics.com
https://www.kinderlabrobotics.com
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Newark, An Avnet Company
300 S Riverside Plaza Suite 2200
Chicago, IL 60606
(800) 463-9257

Ozobot
129 W. Torrance Blvd.
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
(310) 318-0070

PCS Edventures
11915 W Executive Drive
Boise, ID 83713
(800) 429-3110

Pitsco Education
P.O. Box 1708
Pittsburg, KS 66762-1708
(800) 835-0686

Plezmo
CMA Pride, 3rd Floor, Plot No. 6, S.
No 16/6, Erandwana Co Op Hsg.
Society, Erandawana
Pune 411004
China
91-70-28180466

POWERUP TOYS
2201 Acacia Park Drive
Lyndhurst, OH 44124
(786) 220-3408

ROBO 3D Inc.
5070 Santa Fe Street C
San Diego, CA 92109
(844) 476-2633

Robo Wunderkind
Marxergasse 24/2, 1030
Vienna, Austria
+43 664 497 45 49

Robo3 (Shenzhen) Science
and Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 1209, business building,
Yuehai street, Nanshan District
Shenzhen 150000
China
(515) 775-7257

Robobloq Co., Ltd
B53-208, Zhongchuang Industrial
Park, Liuxian Avenue, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen
China
+86-0755-26926929

Robobuilder Co.,Ltd
B-611 DMC Hi-tech Industry
Center, Seongam-ro 330, Mapo-gu
Seoul 03920
Korea
+82-2-3141-5101

Robokind
1910 Pacific Avenue, suite 7050
Dallas, TX 75201
(800) 494-1206

Robolink
5677 Oberlin Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 876-5123

Roboshop
555 VT Route 78, Suite 367
Swanton, VT 05488
(866) 627-3178

ROBOTERRA INC
3375 Scott Blvd #438
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(855) 965-7626

Robotis
26228 Enterprise Court
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 377-0377

Root Robotics
2067 Massachusetts Ave
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 945-8751

Sam Labs
WeWork, 145 City Road
Hoxton, London WeWork, 
145 City Roa
UK

School Specialty
W6316 Design Drive
Greenville, WI 54942
(888) 388-3224

Shape Robotics
Rugmarken 18 3520 Farum
+45 2635 2569

Shenzhen Bell Creative
Science and Education Co., Ltd
Room 902, South Block, 
Yuanxing Technology Building, 
1st Songpingshan Road, 
Nanshan District, Shenzhen
Shenzhen,  518057
China
86 755-26657152

Skriware
Kolejowa 19/21
Warsaw,  01-217
China
+48506744770

SmartGurlz
(248) 924-3151

RobotLAB, Inc.
75 Broadway Street, Suite 202
San Francisco CA 94111
(415) 702-3033

RobotLAB is the leading 
educational robotics integrator on
the market, serving educational
institutes for over a decade. The
team here at RobotLAB provides
you with a vast experience in
deploying educational robotics
programs, for any budget, age
group, and any subject. Every
purchase comes with training 
and our commitment to make
your program successful!

https://www.RobotLAB.com

Cedric Vaudel
VP Sales
sales@RobotLAB.com
(415) 702-3033 

https://www.RobotLAB.com
mailto:sales@RobotLAB.com
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SmithSystem
P.O. Box 860415
Plano, TX 75086
(972) 398-4050

Softbank Robotics (Formerly
Aldebaran Robotics)
150 California St Floor 10
San Francisco, CA 94111
(844) 737-7371

Sony KOOV: Coding and
Robotics Kit
16535 Via Esprillo San Diego
San Diego, CA 92127
(732) 667-7777

Squishy Circuits Store LLC
19721 Nowthen Blvd NW
Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 486-5832

STEM Education Works
2880 U.S. Hwy 231 S.
Lafayette, IN 47909
(800) 705-7526

STEMfinity
504 S. 11th St.
Boise, ID 83702
(800) 985-7836

Strawbees
Stenkolsgatan 1B
Gothenburg 41707
Sweden

Talent Box
1776 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 02420
(617) 395-7527

TechTerra Education
5102 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd
Suite #210
Durham, NC 27707
(919) 519-9097

Terrapin
955 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 2139
(508) 487-8181

The Social Express
162 S. Rancho Santa Fe Road
Encinitas, CA 92024
(877) 360-0155

Tinkamo
Second Floor, No.46 Guokang
Rd,Yangpu
Shanghai,  200092
China
(804) 721-4567

Tynker
280 Hope Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
(650) 453-8467

UBTECH Education 
(N. America)
767 S Alameda, Ste 330
Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 246-2250

UC Davis C-STEM Center
University of California, Davis 2132
Bainer Hall One Shields Avenue
Davis, CA 95616
(530) 752-9082

Vernier Software & Technology
13979 SW Millikan Way
Beaverton, OR 97005-2886
(888) 837-6437

VEX Robotics
6725 W FM 1570
Greenville, TX 75402
(903) 453-0802

ViewSonic
10 Pointe Drive, Suite 200
Brea, CA 92821
(909) 444-8888

Wonder Workshop
1500 Fashion Island Blvd, 
San Mateo, CA 94404
(408) 785-7981

Zyrobotics
3522 Ashford Dunwoody Rd. 
Suite 105
Atlanta, GA 30319
(678) 952-9976

Sphero
4772 Walnut Street, Suite 206
Boulder CO 80301
(888) 977-4376

Sphero inspires the creators of
tomorrow by teaching kids to
code through play. Based in
Boulder, CO, Sphero is the #1
app-enabled, programmable
robot in education, available in
40,000+ institutions globally.
Sphero recently acquired
littleBits to become the EdTech
market leader and accelerate
play-based learning for kids
worldwide.

sphero.com

Melanie Yee
Inside Sales Representative
melanie.yee@sphero.com
(303) 502-9466

Sphero Edu Team 
Sales Team 
edusales.inquiry@sphero.com
(888) 977-4376

mailto:melanie.yee@sphero.com
mailto:edusales.inquiry@sphero.com
https://www.sphero.com/education
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About eSchool News
History

eSchool News covers education technology in all its aspects–from legislation and litigation, to best practices, to lessons
learned and new products. First published in March of 1998, eSchool News is a monthly print and digital newspaper providing
the news and information necessary to help K-20 decision-makers successfully use technology and the internet to transform
North America’s schools and colleges and achieve their educational goals. The newspaper is read by more than 300,000 school
leaders, and a companion web site—eSchool News Online—is visited by more than 500,000 unique visitors each month,
including over 280,000 registered members.

eSchool News is a marketing solutions company serving the education technology industry. Throughout our 25-year history,
we have created the most comprehensive portfolio of products and services in the industry. We offer access to the broadest
reach and deepest range of education technology professionals worldwide across the entire technology spectrum: the creators,
sellers, and buyers of technology around the world.
Every day, our editorial, sales, and marketing professionals share their content expertise to help our customers grow their

businesses. We leverage the immediacy of online, the networking of face-to-face opportunities, the expert interaction of web
seminars, and the breadth and depth of print to create compelling, focused media that delivers measurable results.
Mission
eSchool News— helping educators succeed by:
• Providing the latest news, resources and reports on the
applications of technology to improve learning
• Providing resources and tools to evaluate the funding,
purchasing and the evaluation of technology in the educa-
tion systems
• Assisting educators in forming collaborative alliances and
providing a valuable resource bank for the exchange of
information, ideas and best practices.

In order to fulfill our mission, we pledge the following:
• We will treat each member as though the success of our
organization depends on that individual alone
• We will continue to increase the value and benefits of our
services, programs and products
• We will deliver what we promise
• We will conduct our business in a manner which com-
mands the respect of the public for our industry and for
the goals toward which we strive

CEO Rob Morrow rmorrow@eschoolmedia.com

Vice President, Online Products & Services  
Nancy David ndavid@eschoolmedia.com

Managing Editor, Content Services
Laura Ascione lascione@eschoolmedia.com

Creative Director Chris Hopson chopson@eschoolmedia.com

National Director of Sales and Business Development
Stephanie Ciotola sciotola@eschoolmedia.com
Caliann Mitoulis cmitoulis@eschoolmedia.com

Director, Client Services Denise Crowe dcrowe@eschoolmedia.com

Accounting & Vendor Data Director
Lee Calloway lcalloway@eschoolmedia.com

Director of IT Vincent Carlson vcarlson@eschoolmedia.com

Web Comm. Specialist Jeffrey Festa jfesta@eschoolmedia.com

eSchool News
2275 Research Blvd. Suite 500 • Rockville, MD 20850 

Phone: (301) 913-0115 eMail: ndavid@eSchoolMedia.com

Home Page: www.eschoolnews.com
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Opinions expressed in articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of

eSchool News or eSchool Media Inc.  ©2018 by eSchool News. 

For reprint permission contact: ndavid@eSchoolMedia.com

Co-Founder Larry Siegelman 1954–2002

eSchool News covers the intersection of technology and innovation in education. We focus on how technology can help educators improve learning
and deliver instruction more effectively, enhance the student experience, and transform their schools.

2019-2020 MONTHLY GUIDE EDITORIAL CALENDAR

November 2019    Digital & Mobile Learning

December 2019    School Safety

January 2020    Multimedia Presentation Systems

February 2020    STEM, STEAM, & Makerspaces

March 2020     IT Solutions: Hardware & Management

April 2020     Online and Personal/Blended Learning

May 2020     Curriculum, SEL and Instructional Tools

June 2020     Library & Media Technology

July 2020     Wireless Products

August 2020     Data Management & Storage

September 2020     Communication Technology
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